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The Kabbalah is a practical system for understanding all aspects of our lives, from the deepest

spiritual connections to the everyday experience of living in the modern world. At the core of the

spiritual teachings of the Western world, the ancient mysteries of the Kabbalah are now more

relevant than ever. Based on an effective map of consciousness called the Tree of Life, the

Kabbalah has the potential to enhance the quality of life for individuals as well as the societies in

which they live. Blending traditional teachings with psychological understanding, The Complete

Guide to the Kabbalah reveals the age-old mysteries of the Tree of Life, explaining how the

Kabbalah can help you understand the connections among all the different events, ideas, and

relationships in your life; work from the heart as well as from the intellect; and open yourself to the

rich resources of your own inner wisdom.
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Whenever someone asks me which book to first read in order to start learning magick I always

recomend this book by Will Parfitt. The great thing about it is that he guides the reader through a

sequence of experiences so that you get to experience the different "energies", "paths" and

"spheres", rather than just read about them. Most of the exersizes are also easy enough to do so

that they do not require an enormous amount of self discipline. And the beginning student of magick

will, after reading and experiencing this book, have an easy time understanding most western

magick using either his direct knowledge of the meaning of the different parts of the three of life - or

by learning about it using the intuitive faculties for understanding which this book helps develop.So,



especially if you belong to the group of people who plods thorugh dark tomes filled with what

appears as unfathomable kabblistic references or such and want to start experiencing and DOING

magick - this is a really good start.

I have half a dozen books on Kabbalah and I use this one more than all the others. I find it to be the

most relevant and useful in my life. I often reread passages at different times and I learn some thing

new or see a different aspect each time.

When I purchased this book, I was taking a year long course of study in the Kabbalah. This book

provided practical application of the teachings of the Kabbalah. I would definitely recommend it to

the student looking for applying these teachings to daily life.

The title says it all; how to apply the ancient mysteries of the Kabbalah to your everyday life.It is one

of the most fascinating books I have ever read addressing "it all".Morgan Sand

The clearest guidance book to the Kabbalah that I have ever read. Easy to read and contains very

practical and easy to follow exercises. A must have for every serious Kabbalah enthusiast.
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